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About OVO
OVO is a magazine published on an irregular basis introducing new works to the public domain.  Issues are available
in electronic form free of charge, printed editions at a nominal fee.  Complete information on subscriptions, back
issues, limited editions, errata, books and more is available on the Internet or by sending a send a self-addressed
stamped envelope.  See below for address.

Inquiries
Send a self-addressed stamped envelope for contributor's guidelines.  Unsolicited manuscripts not accompanied by
a self-addressed stamped envelope will not be returned.  Unsolicited manuscripts addressed to OVO will be
considered submissions for publication unless expressly stated otherwise.  Publication in OVO does not necessarily
constitute an endorsement by Trevor Blake or other contributors; the opinions expressed by contributors are those
of the contributors alone.  All inquiries should be sent to OVO at address listed below.  No one besides editor and
publisher Trevor Blake speaks on behalf of OVO.

Public Domain
The person or persons who have associated their work with this document (the "Dedicators") hereby dedicate the
entire copyright in the work of authorship identified below (the "Work") to the public domain.  Dedicators make this
dedication for the benefit of the public at large and to the detriment of the Dedicators' heirs and successors.
Dedicators intend this dedication to be an overt act of relinquishment in perpetuity of all present and future rights
under copyright law, whether vested or contingent, in the Work. Dedicators understand that such relinquishment of
all rights includes the relinquishment of all rights to enforce (by lawsuit or otherwise) those copyrights in the Work.
Dedicators recognize that, once placed in the public domain, the Work may be freely reproduced, distributed,
transmitted, used, modified, built upon, or otherwise exploited by anyone for any purpose, commercial or non-
commercial, and in any way, including by methods that have not yet been invented or conceived.
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P. O. Box 2321
Portland OR 97208-2321 USA
http://www.ovo127.com/
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Annotations
OVO 14 was first published in 1992.  The information on page two is accurate but it

is unlikely that any of the addresses seen elsewhere in this issue are still valid.

ovo1401 – Front Cover.  Art by Jim Ellis.  The graphic in the upper left is some horrible thing made
abstract.

Reich – Poster.  Not found in the original but circa that time.
ovo1402 – The announcement that this was the penultimate issue was wrong.  The zine was available in

six stores in five cities, and with OVO 14 I began to make a profit (a few dollars).  I was moving to a new
state.  It seemed like a good time to close the project.  I wrote “be looking for the OVO BBS!”  Over a
decade later I'm offering Web pages & PDF files, but the general idea is the same.  Only the idea of closing
the project has been abandoned.

ovo1403 – Introduction.  I am still inclined to agree that there is nothing worth knowing that can only be
learned through suffering.  Since June 1992 I have moved to Portland, written, played music and made
Web sites: mission accomplished.  “Eventually I would like to publish again, but on a larger scale.”  And I
have.

ovo1404 through ovo1409 – Quotes.  The graphics are definitely from Sandy Lesberg's book Violence in
Our Times, which is where the piles of glasses images came from.  The quote from Anton LaVey was
specifically cited as a reason this issue was banned form prisons in Texas.  Today I might add one more
quote, about Harry Crosby from Geoffrey Wolff's biography Black Sun: The Brief Transit and Violent Eclipse
of Harry Crosby: “[Crosby's] attitude suggests a calculated posture: the poet, too rare for this world,
escapes first into imaginary realms, and finally into the undiscovered country itself from which no traveler
returns. [...] A sterile childhood and the ruins of Western culture are held accountable for the poet's dread
and anger. He smokes hashish to forget his misery, and dwells upon his misery to loot it for material
appropriate to serious verse. [His] early work adds to a world of evidence that disease, weariness, pain
and solitude are the safe subjects for a novice man of letters.”  (emphasis added)

ovo1410 through ovo1413 – Personal Freedom Now by Orton Nenslo.  The author has asked that this
text not be reprinted.

ovo1414 and ovo1415 – Ask Yourself.  Asking questions is a good part to understanding things, but
asking questions is not sufficient in itself to understand things.

ovo1416 and ovo 1417 – Murder, War, Famine, Greed by Hakim Bey.  Piles of glasses.  Reprinted from
T.A.Z. The Temporary Autonomous Zone.

ovo1418 – Give Up Art, Save the Starving by Karen Elliot.  Neoist text.  This particular Karen Elliot also
wrote Operation Negation.  This essay appears in another form in Kooks by Donna Kossy.

ovo1419 – Index.
ovo1420 – Received.
ovo1421 through ovo1426 – Catalogue.  Little changed from the previous issue.
ovo1427 – Advertisements.  Another paid advertisement, this time from the Church of Explicit Lyrics.
ovo1428  - Back cover.  More glasses.
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